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CLEANING Polarimetric Data
� Historical approaches to CLEANing were pioneered on 

Continuum (Stokes I) images (cf Hogbom, Clark, Steer, Ito & 
Dewdney etc…)

� CLEANing is the process of deconvolving the telescope 
response (beam/psf) from the image. The approach is to 
looking for the highest peaks in an image and then remove 
the scaled beam/psf from that point and then repeat…There 
is an implicit assumption that this process will be 
independent of the axes (basis) used eg that it selects peaks 
which correspond to physically meaningful regions of an 
image.

� This assumption is true for Stokes I, but it’s not for Q and U 
and so it turns out the way we have been deconvolving
polarimetric radio data has been wrong for the last 40 years!



CLEANING Polarimetric Data

� Effectively we have been ignoring the 
complex vector nature of polarisation and 
producing CLEAN components which are 
biased by the deconvolution axis. 

� We’ve previously seen some of the effects of 
this eg the known ‘clean bias’ in the NVSS,  
where the polarisation position angle is 
biased to multiples of 45 degrees (Battye, 
Browne & Jackson 2008), but we’ve never 
understood why this was happening. 



Assumptions
� I had always looked at polarisation residual maps and thought 

they looked a bit weird but assumed they were correct…
� Then I had a student (Luke) who made a new plot…

This is the CLEAN components 
for the source on an Argand
diagram. Why are the majority of 
the components along the axes?

This is ATCA data of a polarised
radio galaxy from (Pratley, 
Johnston-Hollitt et al. 2013)



Assumptions
� I had always looked at polarisation residual maps and thought 

they looked a bit weird but assumed they were correct…
� Then I had a student (Luke) who made a new plot…

This is the CLEAN components 
for the source on an Argand
diagram. Why are the majority of 
the components along the axes?

We pondered this and I suggested 
Luke rotate the deconvolution
axes and CLEAN it again…



Second Example
Current CLEAN 
methods were biased
to generate 
components which 
were along the 
deconvolution axis –
which is arbitrary and 
non-physical 

Original Rotated Frame 



Rotational Invariance
� We define linear polarisation in a rotated frame 

as:

� Where 

� In a rotationally invariant deconvolution method  
you should get a one-to-one line when 
considering the real and imaginary parts of the 
clean components.                            But that’s 
not what we get…



Rotational Invariance
Hogbom CLEAN :
Real and Imaginary 
parts of CLEAN 
Components in P 
vs P’ for this 
source

SDI CLEAN :
Real and Imaginary 
parts of CLEAN 
Components in P 
vs P’ for this 
source:

NOT one-to-one so CLEAN is not Rotationally Invariant!



Solution

� The solution is simple – search for peaks 
in P not Stokes Q and U.

� This has a number of positive flow on 
effects:
◦ Results are rotationally invariant eg physically 

more meaningful.
◦ Code is less complex
◦ Need less iterations
◦ Can numerically see effects of rounding 

errors



Complex CLEAN



Original Frame Rotated Frame

No more bias along the deconvolution axes, no change in components selected in the rotated frame



Rotational Invariance
� Now that we have rotational invariance we can 

actually start to use it to examine other issues 
in different CLEAN methods by examining the 
scatter about 

For the real and imaginary parts. So consider   
the same data, but now CLEANed with different 
Complex versions of algorithms eg Complex 
Hogbom and Complex SDI CLEAN



Complex Hogbom vs SDI CLEAN
Complex Hogbom
Components 

Complex SDI
Components 



Hogbom vs Complex Hogbom
CLEAN

Hogbom
Image Values 

Complex Hogbom
Image Values 



SDI vs Complex SDI CLEAN
SDI
Image Values 

SDI Hogbom
Image Values 



Comparisons

� We see less scatter in the components 
when using the Complex version of any 
CLEAN algorithm.

� We can directly compare the scatter 
between algorithms. Here we compared 
the Complex Hogbom to the Complex 
SDI clean finding the SDI clean gives far 
less scatter. We believe this is due to less 
numerical errors. 



Selecting Cutoffs
� Standard CLEAN will not select the same components due if 

the rotation axis is changed. It will not find components when

� This means you can still see uncleaned beam patterns in the 
images asthe result of components which can’t be picked up. 
Users often resort to lower clean thresholds to try and do 
better but this then also puts spurious components across the 
image and increases iterations. 

� Complex CLEAN will always
find components to the same 

level eg 3 sigma. Reducing the
Total computational load.



Q Standard Q Complex

U ComplexU Standard

CLEAN Component Images
Hard to show 
on paper but 
there are 
more 
components 
in the source 
in the 
Complex 
CLEAN and 
less spurious 
components 
outside. 

Complex SDI
CLEAN



Q Standard Q Complex

U ComplexU Standard

Residual Images
Complex 
CLEAN 
has no 
hard 
transitions 
from 
positive to 
negative 
domains!

Complex 
SDI
CLEAN



Residuals 

� Residuals in P go deeper, less spurious 
components, no canals!



Conclusions: Polarisation CLEANing
� All current CLEANing algorithms don’t deal with 

Stokes Q and U properly. 
� WSClean by Offringa is sufficiently flexible to 

look for peaks in P (though it was not written to 
do this particularly). 

� SDI is considerably better than Hogbom CLEAN 
for complex, diffuse polarised sources. 

� We have two new tasks in MIRIAD to do this 
now: csdi and moscsdi (for the mosaic case). 

� All deconvolutions algorithms should be updated 
to be rotationally invariant!!

� See Pratley & Johnston-Hollitt (2016) for details.



One of three white boards we wrote on while working this out…

Melanie.Johnston-Hollitt@vuw.ac.nz
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Thank you!


